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USPTO DIRECTOR IANCU THIS WEEK IN 
CHICAGO DISCUSSING SECTION 101

“[T]he USPTO cannot wait. We have thousands of examiners who struggle with 
these issues on a daily basis. Our examiners need additional guidance now. And so 
do patent applicants, patent owners, and the public. Whether through legislation or 
otherwise, there is a growing consensus that the issue must be promptly 
addressed.”

“Let me put this in my own words: How can a claim be novel enough to pass 
102 and nonobvious enough to pass 103, yet lack an “inventive concept” 
and therefore fail 101? Or, how can a claim be concrete enough so that one 
of skill in the art can make it without undue experimentation, and pass 112, 
yet abstract enough to fail 101? How can something concrete be abstract?

These problems confound the most sophisticated practitioners in our patent system.” 







ALICE – POOR CLAIM DRAFTING 
LED TO BAD LAW

• The representative claim in Alice was poorly written.

• Opinion overly relies on ancient case law related to “Abstract 
Ideas”.

• There is no issue with the application of the other two main 
categories of ineligible patent matter:  laws of nature and
physical phenomena.

• Alice raises the analysis of “abstract idea” far beyond its 
importance in the structure of patent law.



INTRODUCTION TO § 101
35 U.S. Code § 101 - Inventions patentable

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or 
composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent 
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

(July 19, 1952, ch. 950, 66 Stat. 797.)

Alice Corp. v CLS Bank Intl. (U.S. Supreme Court, 2014)

(1) The “abstract ideas” category embodies “the longstanding rule that ‘[a]n idea of itself is 
not patentable.’ ” 

(2) we must examine the elements of the claim to determine whether it contains an 
“‘inventive concept’” sufficient to “transform” the claimed abstract idea into a patent-
eligible application.



PORTFOLIO CHALLENGES AFTER ALICE

Source:  USPTO



PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AFTER ALICE

• Stop ?

• Slow Down ?      (Options to wait it out)

• Speed Up ?       (Prioritized Examination)

• What are my competitors doing?

(1)  Prosecution

(2)   Litigation/Licensing

• Plaintiff/Patent Owner – hybrid licenses; avoid litigation
• Defendant – more aggressive competition



PROSECUTION PROBLEMS AFTER ALICE
• Rejections based on subject matter categories instead of actual claimed 

substance: Art Group 3600 vs. All Others.

• Still no definition of “an Abstract Idea” by any court, the USPTO or 
Congress, yet an entire body of law has been developed around 
deciding if something is an Abstract Idea or not.

• Decisions on eligibility being made based on what is or is not 
“Conventional” or “Routine”.

• Director Inacu’s speech specifically addressed defining an “Abstract Idea”:
1. Mathematical Concepts
2. Methods of Organizing Human Interactions
3. Mental Processes



BUSINESS METHOD INITIATIVES AT USPTO
• Managers are reviewing the prosecution history of the oldest pending

cases in their workgroups to resolve any outstanding issues and  
advance prosecution – proactive approach.

• Examiners may receive assistance and additional time.

• Examiners may “bank” additional training hours related to 
section 101 issues.

• Calls to SPE’s and Patents Ombudsman are encouraged to 
resolve customer issues.

• Customers with specific technical expertise may apply to 
provide Patent Examiner Technical Training.
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PROSECUTION STRATEGIES AFTER ALICE

• New Applications:

• Emphasize Technical Features that Improve Computer Functionality 
(Enfish) or Improved Execution on a General Computer (McRO).

• For Known Claim Elements, Describe a Novel Arrangement that 
Enables New Functionality (Bascom).

• Extensive Technical Discussion(s) in the Specification that Specifically 
Define Claim Elements (Amdocs).

• Draft Claims with an Eye Towards Art Groups Other Than 3600 
When Possible (a Tangible System Having the Inventive Process).



PROSECUTION STRATEGIES AFTER ALICE
• Existing Applications:

• Amend Claims to Include Technical Features or Improvements in the
Specification Rather Than Just Claiming Desired Results.

• Cancel and Rewrite Claims Rather Than Repeated Amending (RCEs)
(Examiners Get Dug In On Certain Claims).

• Obtain Narrow Protection Now When Possible, Then File
Continuations for Broader Coverage.

• Interview with Examiner Supervisors and Push Them to Give
Examples of What Would Be Allowable.

• Work with Correct Examples in the Guidelines and Expressly
Map Your Claim Elements to those Examples.



LITIGATION AND 
POST-GRANT ISSUES 



Source:  Michael Smith, Esq.











DIRECTOR IANCU PROPOSES NEW TEST 



PROPOSED NEW TEST FOR “ABSTRACT”
And so, the proposed PTO guidance would synthesize “abstract 
ideas” as falling into the following three categories:

• Mathematical concepts like mathematical relationships, formulas, 
and calculations;

• Certain methods of organizing human interactions, such as 
fundamental economic practices commercial and legal interactions; 
managing relationships or interactions between people; and 
advertising, marketing, and sales activities; and

• Mental processes, which are concepts performed in the human 
mind, such as forming an observation, evaluation, judgment, or 
opinion.

Source:  Director Iancu



NEW TERM:  “PRACTICAL APPLICATION”
It is important to note that the first step of our analysis does not include questions 

about “conventionality,” which are addressed in Alice Step 2. That is, it does not 

matter if the “integration” steps are arguably “conventional”; as long as the integration 

is into a practical application, then the 101 analysis is concluded. This helps to 

ensure that there is a meaningful dividing line between 101 and 102/103 analysis. A 

fully “conventional” yet patent-eligible claim may still be unpatentable as obvious. But 

it is better to address such a claim with obviousness law that has been developed 

over 65 years of practice….Put another way, the examination does not conclude 

merely because we overcome Section 101; we must still examine for patentability 

under sections 102, 103 and 112. And so for claims that pass 101 because they do 

not articulate matter in a defined category, or that integrate the matter into a practical 

application, we can rest assured that other sections of the code should still prevent a 

patent if the claim is not inventive or is merely on a non-enabled or undescribed or 

indefinite idea.                                                                        [Source:  Director Iancu]



FINAL THOUGHTS


